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Three Poems

by Mary Beth Asaro

Pieces of Your Life
 
The sun surrounds you
and fades away
the moon within.
The shadow has ended
and leaves you with pieces,
pieces of your life.
 
Shattered into fragments,
you pick up puzzles
and try to put back
the pieces,
pieces of your life.
 
You confront yourself,
fix yourself
to the point of unfamiliar
pieces,
pieces of your life.
 
Your ego bruised
by angry thumb tacks
nailing down the pieces,
pieces of your life
 
as you smile 
a regretful sigh.

Vampyric Lust
 
I lick your tongue
breathing in your wasted
air.
 
Then I tackle the lips
with a gentle touch
of a sharpened finger-
nail,
exposing your expensive
dreams.
 
I don’t deny what I am
as I chew on your breast
and cradle your expectations.
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I am simply a reflection
of your love
making you yearn
for a jaded taste
of life’s elixir.　

Red
 
The thing you crave
the most when you’re pumping
up a sweat just to taste
that liquid burn seeping
through your vains
on a hot summer’s day
when a past disfigured
puzzle of a love life
resurfaces 
for more money.
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